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6.5 jap ammo

With ball weights generally ranging from 120 grains to 156 grain speeds and snouts generally ranging from 2,400 feet per second to 2,600 feet per second, this cartridge produces enough muzzle energy to provide sufficient penetration to take down small to medium-sized toy species such as coyotes, white tail deer , the antelope, the sheep, and the black
bear. Plus, with a level of experienced recoil similar to that of the venerable .30-30, 6.5x50 Japanese ammunition makes an excellent deer cartridge for young hunters and, when loaded with light weight bullets, also serves as a fun cartridge for plinking. With Jordan A. on September 6, 2020 The first 10 rounds were fine, number 11 was a squib. Dern it by
Thomas F. on August 25, 2020 Bought 2 boxes with zero complaints. I'll definitely buy here again. By CAREY B. on February 15, 2020 Functions flawlessly and is a great value too. I would definitely recommend this 6.5 ammo. By Michael L. on January 10, 2020 Best Price and Great Shipping at Grafs. Ammunition's just okay. The frame thickness is all the
place that causes feeding issues. It was easier just to drop the shells and close the bolt. He had no problem with the projectiles they were firing and they were pretty accurate. By Brian C. on May 22, 2019 Well under powered I understand why these are old rifles, but I had low pressure signs of primers popped out. He had 2 duds in 20 rounds he had a round
that had a much stronger charge and had no low pressure primer marks left right he should have. Just buy brass and bullets and reload without buying these ammo. By Ronald S. on May 7, 2019 Bought several boxes of 6.5x50 for my Type Arisaka 38. Great ammunition for a rifle was built from 1906 to 1938. Only shot at a range of 100 meters, but pattern
was through an inch. Old man with iron eyes, not bad. By Timothy M. on May 02, 2019 I'm glad I found this ammo, things are great and a great price. Best in town! By Robert G. on April 18, 2019 I bought some boxes to try on my brand new very old Arisaka. It worked well. Their rifle shoots well. By George Z. on April 10, 2019 He bought two boxes of
ammunition. He shot eight of 40 rounds so far. No squibs, or hang fires, all hit the paper at 100 yds. The team was accepted for rest on the bench and iron sights. This is a hard to find ammo in this caliber, I will buy again. By Roger G. on April 3, 2019 Shot 5 rounds so far 2 were duds, tried again and one made fire. By Uho C. on March 29, 2019 These
worked fine with sig SAUER P320 My. He shot 100 rounds without a problem. All I pull back is that the color in the bullets gets off on your fingers easily. By David O. on November 2, 2018 This is the only place I found to get this ammo I'm satisfied. It was only bought to try a rifle and have some folding brass. All of them were fired and quite accurate. With
Chris J. on October 31, 2018 I am pleased with the ammunition I bought and will order more ammunition in the future Than Van D. on October 31, 2018 Brass looks clean. Clean. Ok. Since Michael P. on September 26, 2018 I have thrown a few hundred rounds of this ammunition through three different type 44 rifles and have never had a misfire, hangfire,
dud or feeding difficulties. Graf has the best price, no quality issues. There is no reason to buy this 6.5 x 50 anywhere else. By Romain T. on November 14, 2017 Personally, I've thrown 4-5 boxes through a type 38 and a type I. I've never had a problem. Thank you for placing these on us so many years of OEM production. By Samuel S. on March 11, 2017
Bought 2 boxes since they were cheap, of the first 14 I shot 4 were hang fires. The 15th was a squib and had to take it to a gunman to remove the bullet from the barrel, it was deposited so tightly. Reload yours, you'll do a better job than pci. By Kevin N. on July 26, 2015 DON'T BUY THIS ROUNDS. I bought three boxes. shot about 10 rounds before I
stopped shooting him. Shell's neck blew up in every round. then I realized that the shell casing says 6.5 x 54 at the bottom. tried to contact PCI by email without reply. DON'T BUY THESE ROUNDS. By Joe P. on July 19, 2015 Have they all worked great..... price fluctuations are fun From Brent T. on November 4, 2013 I bought a couple box without a
problem. Just my experience. By Eric H. on August 28, 2013 He bought 5 boxes of them since there are no 6.5x50 rounds anywhere, and the first box he shot contained a dud. Right, a factory loaded around that failed to shoot, despite sufficient percussion from the firing pin. You won't find loaded 6.5x50mm rounds anywhere else for this reasonable price,
but you might want to load your own, as I will from now on. Sign in now to write a review. 1 out of 1 customers found this page useful. Submit your own score with the link. Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 203-B Max 34.5Min 33.0 841796 27592612 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 203-B Max 34.5Min
33.0 840795 27562608 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 203-B Max 32.3Min 31.0 796739 26122425 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 203-B Max 30.2Min 28.0 729663 23922175 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 204 Max 32.0Min 31.0 674640 22112100 Gunpowder Charge
Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 204 Max 33.0Min 31.0 689626 22602054 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 204 Max 32.3Min 30.0 652580 21391903 Norma MRP Max 35.5Min 34.0 661628 21692060 Gunpowder Charge Weight Velocity m/s Velocity fps Norma 204 Max 32.0Min 30.0 642571 21061873 Norma MRP Max
35.3Min 33.0 654609 21461998 By : Price per round low to high (after discount) Price per round low to high price: Low to high price: High to low newest best selling Best Rating More Reviews Availability 20 per page 40 per page 60 per page 80 per page 100 per page 120 per page 120 per page View all
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